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Smashy road 2 military base

Editing comments Del Military Base is a map on Smashy Road: Arena which features exclusive soldiers, solar panel arrays, military delivery trains and wooden bridges. Tanks from Smashy Road: Wanted are parked there and on the trains, but they can't shoot at you. Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise
stated. More Smashy Road Wikia Edit Comments Share The Tank is a mystery vehicle in Smashy Road Wanted 2. It is earned by the achievement Keep That Tank. It is served by destroying 5 or 10 enemies. It can shoot automatically and destroy police cars immediately. Trivia: This is the first tank you can use in srw2 second is tank
destroyer. This thought can cross its tower. There's another tank you can run in the military base. Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. More Smashy Road Wikia SMASHY ROAD: ARENA (Single &amp; Multiplayer)From the creators of the award-winning game: Smashy Road: Wanted, we present
you: Smashy Road: Arena! It's time to pick up your weapons and fight ONLINE with MULTIPLAYER! Race through 8 different environments and escape the POLICE, FBI, SWAT ARMY JEEPS and tanks! Use your weapons to last as long as you can! Master all 30 vehicles, all 30 COLORS and all 10 weapons. FEATURES - Single Player
and Online Multiplayer! - 30 unlockable vehicles! - 30 unlockable colors to paint your cars! - 10 unlockable weapons! - 8 different environments! - Random generated levels- All vehicles and weapons have their own behavior. Find your favorite!- Online Leaderboards- Great graphics and soundPLEASE NOTE! Smashy Road is free to play,
but some game items can also be purchased for real money. If you don't want to use in-app purchases, you'll need to turn off in-app purchases in your device's settings. Smashy Road: Wanted 2 is an action arcade game developed by Bearbit Studios It is a sequel to the award-winning Smashy Road: Wanted and its multiplayer version,
Smashy Road: Arena. It enhances the original game's addicting gameplay, adds new features and vehicles, and even introduced different characters for you to choose from. It also improved the graphics of the original, has a procedurally generated open world and improved controls. Smashy Road: The desire was already a great and fun
game, but this sequel is much more engaging and addicting. Naturally, hidden gems like Smashy Road: Wanted 2 are not super popular, and it's a pity that not many people have experienced playing it. If you're one of them, you're in for a treat. This game will make you crazy. To explain the gameplay, think Grand Theft Auto, but skip the
whole story and walk around with weapons, and go straight to the crazy police hunt after you've racked up some stars and you're now trying to get away. That's how Smashy Road: Wanted 2 plays like. It may sound simplified, but is bombastic enough to keep you playing over and over again. The developers at Bearbit Studios completely
understood which part of gta is the most fun, and made a whole game out of it. After reading this Smashy Road: Wanted 2 guide, you won't see this screen very often. The team took inspiration from GTA, and it shows in the design of the game. You play it in an isometric or top-down perspective, with your character driving a car, trying to
avoid the capture of the police. You get points by surviving, doing tricks, destroying other cars and obtaining collectibles. When your score reaches certain thresholds, the desired level increases, represented by flashing sirens at the top of the screen. The action can be hectic fast - reach 7 levels and thoughts begin to appear, chasing you.
Reach 10 levels and inter-galactic police will start sending down flying saucers just to stop you. The game also has a competitive aspect. While this arcade game is mostly played randomly, there is still a daily leaderboard that you can compete in. Each leaderboard has only a hundred people on it, and the scores and people are reset
every day. You can try to get on top regularly without worrying about long-term progress. Still, it is not so easy to get to the top. Fortunately, there are many tips we can share with you that will help you last longer in the game, get a higher score, and unlock new cars and drivers quickly. So without further ado, let's dive into our Smashy
Road: Wanted 2 guide, which we will share with you a bunch of tips, cheats and tricks to survive longer and get a high score! 1. How to unlock new vehicles and drivers in Crashy Road: Wanted 2? The wide range of options for vehicles and characters in Crashy Road: Wanted 2 is not purely cosmetic. Each vehicle and grades have
different statistics that affect your performance in your races. Some vehicles, such as hovercraft, have special features, such as being able to drive over water. Using vehicles and drivers with high statistics and mastery of the features to your advantage is key to your in-game success. Fortunately, it's not hard to unlock better vehicles and
drivers for you to play with. There are three different ways to do this. Your first roll will guarantee a star, with a brand new vehicle, a character and an upgrade. The first is through the slot machine. You can use the slot machine for every $100 you collect. Each spin will randomly give you either a vehicle or a driver of a random rarity. There
are four rarities: Common, rare, epic and legendary. Needless to say, the most amazing vehicles and the best drivers are either Epic or Legendary. Sometimes the slot machine will stop at a star - giving you a driver, a vehicle and an upgrade. You are guaranteed to get a star for the very first time you spin in the game. Be sure to save for
a good and do not waste it on ordinary cars. Upgrades increase the car's statistics, and can only be achieved by getting duplicate vehicles and drivers, so they are quite rare at first. In the meantime, you earn money by completing side quests and by picking them up in the game. Just passing over cash either while driving or on foot will let
you pick up cash immediately. They come in different colors and give you different amounts of money. The green cash bills will give you $1, blue for $2, purple for $3, and yellow for $4. There is no point in raising money in this game, so spin roulette as soon as you get enough money. Another way to get new cars and drivers is to
complete the main missions. The main tasks have corresponding vehicles or characters that will be unlocked when you complete them. We'll talk about these later, but some of the best vehicles and drivers can only be unlocked this way. Finally, you can only buy cars and drivers you want directly from the store. Sometimes the game offers
discounted bundles of vehicles and drivers. However, as said above, the vehicles and characters locked behind the main missions cannot be unlocked using this method. 2. Complete the Main Missions: Guide, Tips, and Tricks Smashy Road: Wanted 2 is so casual, it doesn't even bother to explain how the missions can be completed.
They are simply listed on the menu screen, so you can find out how to complete them. The easiest way to do the main mission is to find the purple question marks on your map. Tap the minimap in the upper-left corner of the screen (this also pauses the game so you can take your time) and you'll see some purple question marks scattered
across the map. Before you arrive at these locations, you will never know what will be there, but it will always trigger one of the game's most important missions. In the map screen, you can also tap one of the purple question marks to switch between a waypoint marker, which displays an arrow on the screen that you can follow to reach
your destination. Once you've tried a mission once, the purple question mark that used to represent it on the map is replaced by the corresponding icon. Running around freestyle can help you survive some annoying situations. Even when you've already triggered the main mission, the game still won't tell you what to do. Most of the time
it's easy to guess what the goal is. But to help you play better, we've listed the different main missions and how to complete them: Collect all SR letters - Find and collect all ten letters in S.M.A.A.S.H.Y. R.O.A.D. that randomly appear in the game. You can collect them across different races. This will unlock the Bearbit Racer Mystery
Vehicle. Number 1 – Find the F1 racetrack, drive one of the parked vehicles at the start line, and complete in the ensuing race. This will unlock the Circuit Boss Mystery Vehicle. Zombies - Find the destroyed building and ride zombie smasher truck (black and green colored vehicle). Zombies will spawn in the area and green meteors will
fall from the sky. Run over 40 zombies within 50 seconds to complete the mission and unlock the Zombie Smasher Mystery Vehicle. The key to success – Find the carnival and ride the clown car. This will immediately unlock clown car mystery vehicle and NOFUN Mystery Character. The clown car is a fantastic car – it has very poor
handling and low health, but it drops clown bombs randomly in its wake and blows up all the police cars on your path. Bank robbery – Find the bank and enter the police car parked in front of it. A truck will appear that will carry a truck load of cash on the trunk. Follow the truck and destroy it by the deadline. This unlocks the Mystery Vehicle
police car. Firefighter – Find the yellow fire truck and extinguish six fires with it within one minute. This will unlock the Water Jet 3000 Mystery Vehicle. Alien Invasion - Incur the wrath of intergalactic space power by reaching Desired Level 10. The flashing sirens will be replaced by alien heads and will immediately unlock the Alien Mystery
driver. Swim Swim Swim - Swim for a total of 1000 meters. Progress for this is cumulative across different through games, so you don't have to feel pressured to do so in one race. This unlocks the Diver Mystery Character, which has insane swimming statistics but very low health and running speed. It's a tank - Find the military facility and
ride the tank. The tank is super tough and is even able to shoot others with his cannon. With that, you are almost unstoppable, even when UFOs come down from heaven. Completing this quest unlocks The Cantract Mystery Character. Big Air Time - Drive your vehicle at high speed on any ramp (with green dotted arrows) and start
yourself in the air for about 100 meters. This unlocks bunny mystery character. 3. Get a high score in Smashy Road: Wanted 2 While completing missions and finding all collectibles can be the target of random players, those who have a competitive series will want to get the highest score possible. Smashy Road's subreddit even has
people posting scores of 20,000 points and above. On top of that, you need to do more than just aimlessly to drive around. Always get prepared so you can last longer in the game. Here are some general tips and tricks for you to consider on your next race in Smashy Road: Wanted 2. Come prepared - Always bring your A-game. Choose

the best vehicle and the best grade you have each after driving. When you unlock new characters and vehicles, compare the statistics with the one you're currently using and choose the best one. For vehicles, however, you should choose the one you are most comfortable although it has lower statistics than others. Keeping your first
vehicle at the beginning of the race alive can make your total run longer. Vehicle statistics, from top to bottom: Max speed, control, health (gray line shows upgradeable statistics) Grade statistics, from top to bottom: Running speed, Swim speed, Health add depth to your strategy – You can't notice it first, especially when playing using
display mode. But the terrain of the game actually has different depths. Recognizing which platforms are deeper than others can help you plan your escape. Check the map at the start of the race so you can avoid mountain sections that will block your progress and jump over shelves to lose the speed-infringing cars that follow you. Run,
Forrest, Run! – Something new introduced in Smashy Road: Wanted 2 is the ability to get out of the car. The police can also get out of their cars, go to yours and arrest you without killing you. When you see that this is about to happen and you can not drive away, ditch the car and start driving! Some characters even have high enough
running speeds to run from bullets and vehicles. Weather Picky - Occasionally a friendly helicopter arrives and avoids upgrades for you. You can pick them up to help you survive longer, but you can only have up to two at a time. When you have two upgrades, each subsequent drop will only give you the same upgrades as the two you
already have. Collecting more of these will increase the power of the upgrades. While it may be tempting to get all the upgrades as soon as you see them, it actually pays to pass these on when you know they're not necessarily useful for your run. You can see what kind of upgrade and its rarity by looking at its sprite and its color. Green
upgrades are common, blue upgrades are rare, and purple upgrades are epic. For me, personally, the best upgrade is Vehicle Force Field, which allows you to drive other vehicles without harming your own. Play around water – Especially in the early stages of a run, you will be relatively safer swimming in the water than driving around the
city. Even if money doesn't spawn on water, police cars can't touch you while swimming. Switch between land and water as you try to keep the oxygen meter high enough. Things only get hairy if you go into open waters as the Coast Guard starts getting involved, or when the police start sending snipers after you. At these points, get out of
the water and start driving away again. We hope that these tips will help you set new world records in Smashy Road: Wanted 2. It takes a lot of work to reach very high scores, but with these tips you will be able to easily reach your goal. Playing more of the game will also improve your split-second decision-making abilities, allowing you to
live longer in the game and score even higher. So take our with you and escape the police. A new high score awaits
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